Can quantum-bumps in photoreceptors be reconstructed from noise-data?
The method of reconstructing quantum bumps in photoreceptor cells from noise data by making use of shot noise theory is critically reviewed. The application of this method produces results irrespective of whether the conditions for reconstructing bumps by the method are satisfied or not and even irrespective of whether at high stimulus intensities quantum bumps exist or not. We argue that at high intensities the concept of quantum bumps indeed becomes physically meaningless and degenerates to a purely mathematical concept. In order to investigate the meaning of the results of the reconstruction method, we submit it to a test model for which bumps and single channel opening events can be evaluated analytically. By comparing the analytical results of the test model with that of the reconstruction method applied to the test model we find: (1) even at low intensities, the reconstructed bump values deviate from the analytical results by up to an order of magnitude due to the variability of the bumps, (2) at high intensities, the reconstruction method produces single channel opening events rather than anything like a quantum bump. We also find, however, that there is no continuous transition from a bump at low intensities to a single channel event at high intensities.